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Abstract Identification of MultiWord Expressions (MWE) is one of the most challenging problems in Computer Linguistic and Natural Language Processing. A number of techniques are used to solve this problem in different language, mostly English. However not all techniques and approaches can be directly transferred to Lithuanian. Hence, in this paper we experiment with automatic identification of bi-gram MWEs for Lithuanian, which is considered to be under-resourced in terms of lexical resources and availability or accuracy of special lexical tools (e.g., POS-taggers, parsers). We use a raw corpus and combination of lexical association measures and supervised machine learning, which was shown to perform well for English and some other languages. Using this approach we have reached 70.4% precision for identification of typical MWEs, 77.1% precision for non-typical MWEs as well as 60.0% and 81.6% precision for typical adjective + noun and noun + noun MWEs respectively.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we report our experiment with automatic detection of multi-word expressions (MWEs) in Lithuanian by combining lexical association measures (LAMs) and supervised machine learning (ML). An MWE is a sequence of at least two words frequently used together [10]. MWE, among other features, “acts as a single unit at some level of linguistic analysis” [4]. Accurate identification and processing of MWEs is one of the main problems for the development of large-scale, effective and precise NLP technologies with applications such as foreign language acquisition, machine translation, text analytics & retrieval.
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Lithuanian is a synthetic language, thus simple statistical approaches for identification of MWEs do not provide satisfactory results due to the morphological richness resulting in lexical sparseness. However, combining LAMs and ML could help. LAMs compute an association score for each collocation candidate assessing the degree of association between its components. ML allows various properties of text to be encoded in feature vectors (lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic, etc.) associated with output classes, as well as identifying complex non-linear relations. It permits capturing features in languages with complex morphology.

Certainly, ML only could provide good results as well, however, for this method to work in automatic identification of MWEs, annotated (morphologically, syntactically, etc.) data is necessary for training. There is no such freely available “gold standard” for Lithuanian at the moment. Therefore values of LAMs with evaluation against reference list were chosen for training as this approach allowed to get some results even without sophisticated lexical resources and/or tools.

Combination of LAMs and ML has been investigated by several authors, e.g. [17] used such approach for extraction and evaluation of MWEs in English (reached 67.7% precision); extraction of nominal MWEs in French is reported by [7] (reached 60-75% precision for various models). Combining LAMs helps in the collocation extraction task [11,12]. Improvement can be achieved by combining a relatively small number of measures. So far there is no universal combination of LAMs that works best, since collocation extraction depends on the data, language and type/notion of MWEs.

2. Method

We use LAMs combined with ML algorithms in this research. Getting values of LAMs was performed using mwetoolkit [15] and for application of ML algorithms for MWEs candidates with LAMs values WEKA [8] was applied. Firstly, the candidate MWE bi-grams were extracted from the raw text. Then values of
5 LAMs (Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Dice’s coefficient, Pointwise Mutual Information, Student’s t score and Log-likelihood score) [15] were calculated and evaluated against the reference list of bi-gram MWEs. LAMs (MLE, PMI, T, DICE and LL) were combined in terms of vector containing values of association of each and every LAM for each and every MWE candidate. Combination of LAMs values for MWE candidates presented better results then taking values of separate LAMs or combination of values of lesser number of aforementioned LAMs.

Then selected algorithms, namely JRip (rule-based classifier) [6], Bayesian Network [16] and Random Forest [3] were applied. Classifiers for ML task were chosen according to their features (e.g., higher robustness in terms of noise is more characteristic to Random Forest than to other popular algorithms used in similar ML tasks [3]) and reported success by other authors, e.g. JRip was used successfully by [17], Bayesian Network - by [7]. Two filters were used due to sparseness: SMOTE (it re-samples a dataset with the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) [5] and Resample (it produces a random subsample of a dataset using either sampling with replacement or without replacement) [8]. Precision, Recall and F-measure [13,14] were used to evaluate the results. See the whole scheme in Figure 1.

We chose not to use lemmatiser because without extensive morphosyntactic information it is not possible to produce well-formed MWE lemmata [2]. Besides, as Lithuanian lexical resources are limited and linguistic tools are not freely available or need to be improved, we decided to use raw text with minimal preprocessing (lowercasing and tokenizing one-sentence-per-line only). Finally, using lemmata with LAMs resulted in zero values in majority of our initial experiments.

3. Data: Corpus & Reference List for Evaluation of MWE Candidates
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Corpus of transcribed Lithuanian parliamentary speeches, containing speeches of members of the Lithuanian Parliament (MPs) from March 1990 to December 2013 was used. The size of the whole corpus is 23,908,302 words [9].

To evaluate MWE candidates with calculated LAMs, we combined the aforementioned list of MWE candidates with the highest LAMs scores. It was reviewed by the linguist in order to remove non-MWEs. We selected bi-grams, as statistical methods were generally reported to be more successful with shorter n-grams [1].
As most LAMs are designed for bi-gram, e.g. log-likelihood ratio, and in order for them to work for longer sequences they need to be adapted, we plan to explore LAMs+ML approach for longer MWE in the future.

MWEs for compilation of reference lists for different types of MWEs were identified and classified by a linguist who was native speaker of Lithuanian via review of candidate MWEs produced by mwetoolkit. The aforementioned linguist mostly works with various types of Lithuanian MWEs and thus MWEs among candidate MWEs were identified based on linguistic intuition as well as taking into consideration their grammatical structure (e.g., sequences noun + conjunction or preposition, conjunction + verb were not considered as MWEs because sequences of the latter structures in Lithuanian are regarded as incomplete) and meaning. Even though lists of candidate MWEs were reviewed by only one linguist, there was hardly a possibility that additional linguist(s) would not regard sequences kept in the reference lists as MWEs in this research. More discussions could rise about classification of MWEs, however, it should not have more significant impact on MWEs identification in this case.

The majority of candidate MWEs kept for reference were typical collocations, i.e., sequences which are grammatically and semantically well-formed and used frequently, e.g., atominė elektrinė (nuclear plant). Another group contained non-typical collocations, i.e., grammatical collocations (composed of inflective or un-inflected parts of speech that form semantically and syntactically unified, non-compositional unit with one syntactic function, e.g., multi-word adverbs (taip pat (also, too)), prepositions (iki pat (to, until), etc.), foreign words (e.g., financial times), coligations (atrodo, kad (seems that)), combinations of dependent verbs (būtų priimtas (would be accepted)), pronoun and noun compounds. The smallest group were collocations which are not in their typical form because of certain word order in the text, e.g., apskaitai kompiuterizuoti (for accounting to computerize): common word order would be kompiuterizuoti apskaitai (to computerize the accounting), i.e., verb governs the noun in accusative form but if it turns into final adjunct, then word order in the sentence changes and accusative becomes dative.

We used separate lists of these MWEs for evaluation of MWE candidates with calculated LAMs values for different experiments: automatic identification of typical MWEs, non-typical MWEs combined with MWEs not in their typical form and typical MWEs with certain morphological patterns: Adjective (A) + Noun (N) and Noun (N) + Noun (N). Summary of reference lists is presented in Figure 2.

4. Experiments and Discussion

Using only LAMs from the mwetoolkit combined with the reference list for evaluation gave almost perfect Recall but extremely low Precision (see Figure 3). Thus it seems that almost any candidate MWE out of the 218 240 was identified as an MWE. Thus, association measures did not suffice for the successful extraction of MWEs for Lithuanian.

LAMs and ML algorithms were combined in 3 ways: (i) without any filter, (ii) with the SMOTE filter and (iii) with the Resample filter. All the models
were tested using standard 10-fold cross-validation. Summary of all experimental results are presented in Figure 3.

The highest Precision (70.4%) for typical MWEs was reached with Random Forest classifier and the Resample filter. For typical A + N MWEs we got the highest Precision (60.0%) with JRip classifier and the SMOTE filter. Resample filter did not manage to improve results significantly with any classifier we tried for this pattern. The best Precision (81.6%) for typical N + N MWEs was obtained with Random Forest classifier and the Resample filter. The same configuration gave the highest Precision (77.1%) for non-typical MWEs. For the latter two experimental settings SMOTE filter was less successful than Resample with any classifier we tried and therefore was excluded from the results.

In this stage of research we identified that in non-typical MWEs requires different recipe, i.e., different configuration in experimental setup, than the typical ones. The best results for automatic identification of typical MWEs were received with configuration of LAMs+JRip+SMOTE, while the best results for non-typical MWEs were achieved with experimental setup of LAMS+Random Forest+Resample. We plan more extensive research regarding non-typical (word order, gaps in between MWE components) MWEs in the future.

5. Conclusions

We report our experiments for extraction of bi-gram MWEs for Lithuanian by combining lexical association measures and supervised machine learning. This
experimental setup improved our results in comparison with just using association measures or machine learning only. Also, the reported experiments showed that different "recipes" (i.e., different configuration of lexical association measures, supervised machine learning algorithms, filters, etc.) are needed for different types/notions of MWEs in Lithuanian. Thus our future plans include experiments with automatic extraction of different types of MWEs and a greater diversity of MWEs.
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